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Annexure 5 

Student satisfaction Survey 2018-19 

 

 

 

 

81.0%

16.7%

1.9% .4%

85-100% 70-84% 55 - 69% 30 - 54%

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the 
class?

48.30%
51%

0.80%

Thoroughly Satisfactorily Poorly

2. How well the teachers prepare for the classes?
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60.50%

33.80%

5.30%
0.40%

Always effective Sometimes
effective

Just satisfactorily Generally
ineffective

3. How well were the teachers able to 
communicate?

37.30%

48.30%

12.90%

1.50%

Excellent Very Good Good Fair

4. The teacher/s approach to teaching can best 
be described as

40.30%

54%

5.30%
0.40%

Always fair Usually fair Sometimes
unfair

Usually unfair

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by 
the teachers
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31.90%

43.70%

15.60%

6.50%
2.30%

Every time Usually Occasionally Rarely Never

6. Was your performance in assignments 
discussed with you?

18.30%

29.30% 30%

12.50%
9.90%

Sometimes Regularly Often Rarely Never

7. The Institute takes active interest in promoting 
internship, student exchange, field visit 

opportunities for students.

39.20%

31.20%

22.40%

4.20% 3%

Very well Significantly Moderately Marginally Not at all

8. The teaching and mentoring process in your 
institution facilitates you in cognitive, social and 

emotional growth.
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30.85%

45.60%

16%

6.10%
1.50%

Strongly
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Disagree

9. The institution provides multiple opportunities 
to learn and grow.

37.30%

46%

12.90%

1.90% 1.90%

Every time Usually Occasionally/
Sometimes

Rarely Never

10. Teachers inform you about your expected 
competencies, course outcomes and programme 

outcomes.

46%
42.20%

9.10%

1.10% 1.50%

Every time Usually Occasionally/
Sometimes

Rarely Never

11. Your mentor does a necessary folllow-up with 
an assigned task to you
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45.60%

6.80%
1.50%

46%

Every time Occasionally/
Sometimes

Rarely Usually

12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through 
examples and applications.

31.20%

11.80%

48.70%

4.20% 4.20%

Fully Partially Reasonably Slightly Unable to

13. The teachers identify your strengths and 
encourage you with providing right level of 

challenges.
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30%

44.90%

14.80%

6.80%
3.40%

Every time Usually Occasionally/
Sometimes

Rarely Never

14. Teachers are able to identify your 
weaknesses and help you to overcome them.

27%

49.40%

2.70%

18.60%

2.30%

Strongly
agree

Agree Disagree Neutral Strongly
disagree

15. The institution makes effort to engage 
students in the monitoring, review and 

continuous quality improvement of the teaching 
learning process

33.80%

14.10%

44.50%

6.50% 1.10%

To a great
extent

Some what Moderate Very little Not at all

16. The institute/ teachers use student 
centric methods, such as experiential 

learning, participative learning and problem 
solving methodologies for enhancing 

learning experiences.
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29.70%

39.20%

19.40%

6.50% 5.30%

Strongly
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in 
extracurricular activities.

43%

13.30%

36.10%

5.30%
2.30%

To a great
extent

Some what Moderate Very little Not at all

18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to 
inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability 
skills to make you ready for the world of work.

5.70% 3.40%
7.20%

26.60%

57%

Below 29% 30-49% 50-69% 70-80% Above 90%

19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools 
such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc, while 

teaching?
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21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching - learning 
experience in your institution. 
 

good    

Teaching is very good. More projects should be included.    

"Teaching is very good. 

Approachable and friendly learning experience. 

More practical lab works and projects needed. 

More class tests (minimum 5) for each modules. 

Homework everyday."    

nothing much to say    

Include more practicals than theory !!    

More practicals ie lab sessions.Lab sessions are very important to improve practical 

skill.      

Encourage more extracurricular activities.    

Excluding faculties & teaching , the institute environment must change and commit to a 

student friendly environment.That is when both the environment and the entities can co-

op.    

"Bring in extra-curricular activities,  

36.50%

47.90%

13.70%

0.80% 1.10%

Strongly
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning 
process in your institute is very good.
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Understand the interests of students and make students a better person rather than 

turning them into a corporate person"    

"Teachers concentrate mainly on the placement and fails to recognize that the 

education is beyond books. Students still find it difficult to choose a stream they like 

because they are encouraged for choosing highly paid sector in the field.  

Institute should mandatory the check on metal health of the students, other than the 

academic life students go through a lot of pressure outside the college life and they tend 

to give up soon.  

Overall the im lucky to study in this institution. It was a very tough and bumpy ride but it 

made me prepare to face the challenges and hurdles of life"    

TEACHERS NEED TO COMMUNICATE WITH STUDENTS AND BE A FRIEND WITH 

AND THAT MUCH FREEDOM TO COME AND SHARE THE PROBLEMS WITH 

TEACHER    

Daily homework/class tests should be conducted.    

overall good    

"very good 

IMPROVE CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES WHICH WILL INTURN IMPROVE THE 

INTREST OF STUDENTS!   

"Teaching learning process could be much more efficient if the students are given more 

projects and practical works. 

They must be given more industrial exposures through more and more workshops. 

Regular home works and periodic tests should be conducted. 

"bring extra curricular activities 

college should be made more lively 

apart from studying, try to make it more like study+fun"    

overall good      

Good    

very good teaching    

"make students to do mini projects in every semester. 
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rather than giving more theory sessions , give lab hours and ensure that students is 

utilizing it. 

try to bring out collage fest in every year."    

As we are in the final stage of our study almost every time we are made to attend the 

aptitude questions which is a good thing but instead of introducing them in the last 

semesters it would be best if aptitude and other basic things are taught from the 

begining itself by making a common hour by avoiding mentoring session or including 

aptitude into mentoring sessions    

v.good    

syllabus and course should be more cohesive and structured    

"very good teaching skills  

The ability to develop relationships with their students 

Motivators"    

by reducing the portions for exams,By giving more assignments    

All the teachers are very friendly , interactive and supportive    

extracurricular activities    

It is a good learning experience.    

"1) teachers (not all)should prepare more before taking the classes 

2) increase more interaction between the students 

3)" Understand strength and weakness of each student.    

Nthg more...all are good    

Teachers should try to stop de-motivating by constantly emphasizing the negatives of 

students. No one is perfect. Students may not be as knowledgeable as teachers. But 

teachers have to understand that and let them grow. Rather blaming them that they 

know nothing will only lead to demotivating and loose confidence    

"answering of previous years question papers. "    

Increase experiential learning, Providing digital library access of online journals, Try to 

provide video lectures    
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more interactive classes, complete the syllabus in time, programs like management 

fests can be included.    

more interactive classes, can cover the syllabus in time    

Nothing more to add on but I recommend to conduct more cultural events.    

AMLP and mentoring sections are really helpful . More industrial interactions should be 

included. Programs like management fest can be included.    

"Please include industrial visit, which gives more exposure. 

AMLP and mentoring sessions are really helpful in developing ourselves. 

More industrial interactions need to be included. AMLP sections are very helpful. 

Management fest need to be included.    

"Add more extra curricular activities  

Add more library hours"    

Can provide more practical knowledge and also sholud provide certain new add on 

courses.   

Faculties always conduct interactive sessions and case studies which make the subject 

more interesting to study and it also helps to understand the portions more clearly.  

"More video presentations"    

I believe our institute is one of the best, as its vision indicate it provide quality education. 

And the marks are true to best of my knowledge (as an MBA senior-2nd yr )  

  

Use of more examples    

1.Programs are made to strongly develop skills of the students    

"1. Asking students for suggestions will definitely help. 

2. The learning atmosphere should be maintained, for eg. the curtains, projectors, desks 

should be well maintained. 

3. Reduce the workload."    

"Classes should have good audio system  

AC in the classroom are not working properly most of the time though it is on.  
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Should identify the strengths of all and help them to improve it."    

Can use more experiential learning.    

"Can be more interactive. 

Much more activity oriented than lectures. "    

Can give lecture notes other than presentations    

use activities to teach    

Teachers always give examples regarding the subjects. As teachers keep interactive 

sessions, group discussions and case studies, it helps to understand the concept more 

clearly.    

Including good activities to enrich knowledge , giving more job oriented training, 

encouraging self development by providing internships    

AMLP is good and effective for us , Industrial visit    

More experiential learning to be implemented    

Understand what is lacking in the students so that they can improve everyday  

  

more interactive classes and conducting management fests can be included and also 

completion of syllabus    

practical sessions, industrial visits    

provide more extra curricular activities , engage more in sports instead of making us 

couch potatoes  

"Some teachers should be more friendly and liberal 

As we have a tight schedule its because of university declaring exam dates we need to 

get more in outside classroom training etc.."    

"Good teaching, 

Good infrastructure, 

Good student development programs"    

"Industrial visits 

Interaction with Industrial people 
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To include certification courses"    

1) Instead of classroom learning provide more opportunities in practical learnings  

  

"1. Can offer the students more of practical experiences rather than sticking onto theory 

2. Can include more of videos in the presentations 

3. Can incorporate more activities during class"    

more student centric, more activities, skill based    

Try to understand students mindset, Encourage students to Come out more.  

  

"1.Semester timings could be more 

2.Discuss question papers 

3.Books should be given more importance than PPT’s"    

"provide equal opportunities for all students for internships and live projects.as of now 

students who are already done their internships are again selected and providing with 

the opportunities. 

include some extra-cariculer activities."    

Make better interactive with students    

Good    

good    

good place for learning and growing    

I think the college is great and has helped me gain confidence.    

Giving more written notes can enhance further learning    

"Timing "    

"1. More importance can be given to industrial learning rather than book learning 

2.BK hours can be much more productive."    

Try to understand the student needs and make them motivated to do the works 

assigned to them.  
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Class timings can be adjusted    

"1)Though the teaching-learning experience is excellent,promoting more outdoor 

activities will be beneficial for students. 

2) Another suggestion is that weak students can be given more attention based on 

respective subjects. 

3)Though the institute conducts Mock interview,group discussion and aptitude training 

in 2nd year I feel it can be started from 1st year onwards so that it will be more useful 

for the students."    

More friendly environment.    

"Give at least an hour per week for co curricular activities. 

Promote sports. Construct an own ground."    

"1) Can include more activities 

2) make more student centric activities 

3) give more liberty in carrying out activities independently"    

Include more examples    

More video related lectures and outside faculties for teaching might improve.  

  

"Encourage extra carricular activities 

Identify the strength and weakness of each student individualy."    

"Need of industrial visits 

Industrial interactions needed"    

Much more of practical learning like industrial visit    

"Can have more Industry interactions which will be vey useful for the students. 

More opportunities for Internship programmes can be given to students which will be 

very useful for them. 

Apart from normal mock interview sessions mock interviews which concentrates on 

current affairs can be given which will be very useful for students during their 

placements."    
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More of practical examples can be included in lectures    

More practical activities should be promoted    

I felt the teaching is good. They can continue in the same manner    

"1. Need to teach all the topics in the syllabus  

2. Provide practical learning along with theories"    

Promote more industry visits, Reduce the time schedule from 8 to 4:45 pm    

Nothing    

"1). Faculty keeps changing often  

2).Text books should be provided 

3).Timing of IMLP and similar activities could be reduced and instead used for covering 

more syllabus."   

Encourage to read more from library and newspapers    

No comments. Excellent institution    

"1.answer previous years question papers.  

2.shorten the time of each period.  

3.giving exercises frequently based on the syllabus apart from the assignments."  

  

Teach according to syllabus & can should provide enough notes to students atleast for 

the university exams    

"1. Eventhough opinions are sought from students, they are not put into practice in most 

cases. 

2. Ensuring that the faculty is taking the class in a manner that is relevant to the 

syllabus would be helpful. 

3. More engagement in events that are conducted outside the college would be 

benefitial."    

"# The institution should make arrangements in identifying the organisations for 

internships and projects. 

# Have to give a little more interest in sports and other extra curricular activities. 
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# Make more opportunities to the students to inculcate their skills in their interested or 

passionate region."    

"Good teaching, 

Good learning facilities, good mentoring"    

more extra curricular activities can be included, industry visits, additional skill 

acquirement programmes    

"There is not much to give just minor suggestions such as  

1. More practical learning exercises 

2. Integrated notes for each subject."    

Nthg    

It is effective to conduct GD in the class after completing one module    

"Good teaching and learning experience 

Please explain students with previous years question paper so that they can easily 

handle university exam ."    

More internship opportunities has to be provided    

No suggestions    

"Could provide detailed notes for the subjects.  

Frequent cultural programs can be conducted"    

Overall it's really good..can see why it's one of the leading B-schools in South India. 

   

Use more interesting ways for teaching    

"Povide one day industrial vist nearby companies "    

Industrial exposure can be included to get more exposure and experimental learning 

can also be included.    

Field visit opportunities can be included to get more industrial exposure and case 

studies can be included to have better understanding of the concepts.    

"1. The syllabus can be extended to include more current topics, in addition to the small 

changes in the university syllabus. 
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2. The faculty evaluation can be made anonymous to ensure it is more genuine 

3. More case studies can be used in the teaching process."    

Try and change the lecture timings, try to make the kids interact more, Try too 

understand the knowledge level of students before starting any topic.    

add more digital technologies, online based assignment and assessments, all teaching 

materail to be available online after each session (like foreign university websites) 

   

Good    

Provide some gaps between class test and midterm    

"Very good learning experience "    

"1. Discussion of important questions after every module 

2. Providing more notes 

3. Giving less work during exam time"    

"Be more open to new and innovative process. If possible, try incorporating practical 

knowledge into the learning process. "    

More extra curricular activities should be implemented    

Overall good    

I haven’t found any significant problems with the teaching or learning experience . They 

are good with current methods .    

"Fests should be conducted. 

Arts day should be conducted. 

More extra curricular activities programmes."    

"Be friendly to students. 

Make sure students understand what teachers taught them. 

Please conduct some programs like college fests and other activities"    

Good    

Good    
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"Impart practicability in curriculum 

Make students ready to face the world rather than just exams 

Try imparting confidence, critical thinking ability and curiosity among students which will 

lead a long way and transform the education system and the society for good"  

  

introduce more extra curriculum activities.    

"For what???? Students has no role in the college except paying fees...... 

>>> Please stop stupid rules such as cutting attendence for wearing jeans in saturdays , 

cutting attendence for not doing clean shave daily ......."    

"extra curricular activities need to be promoted equally with studies . 

"    

No special suggestions.    

Development of ICT tools,    

Communication love and affection    

Love towards students,teaching style can be improved,communication with students 

   

Can make sessions interactive,can use multi language, student teacher communication 

   

"1) Practical hands on sessions can be included 

2) Sufficient gaps in between classes could be provided 

3) Entertainment based learning approach can be included."    

nothing to describe.    

"Everyone should use PPT 

More interactive sessions to be included"    

Rules and regulations are too rigid,some kind of relaxation is definitely 

required.Projectors in our classrooms are not yet fixed.    

overall good    

"1.Classes should be more interactive 
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2.Practical knowledge should be enhanced 

3.Importance should be given to personality development"    

"Improve campus life 

Reduse strict 

Grow up"    

The teachers shall use the LCD monitors to convey more information on the topic taught 

in class   

I believe, if you are moderate on evaluationing the answer sheets on internal exams, it 

will encourage students to prepare for university. Since time is short during working 

days, and students will get enough time for university exams.. I am satisfied with all 

other facilities..    

Could teach us with more of ict tools    

Good    

"1. Make class more interactive to engage students and cultivate interest. 

 

2. Teach as much as possible using real life examples in order for students to learn and 

remember what is taught in class easier. 

3. Try to keep textbook learning as small as possible since it is one of the main reasons 

why students lose interest in a subject. Textbooks are often dry and come across as 

uninteresting which usually eliminates any interest a student might have previously had 

for a subject or topic."    

Worst college ever with badly qualified teachers. Never give a chance to be happy in 

the college. Strictness is Hell    

"Need to conduct written test regularly. ( suggestion) 

Proper follow up must be made with students about their studies . ( suggestion)."  

  

More interaction can be improved with students.    

"1.More interaction with students"    

"1.) More two way communication 
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2.) Providing study materials 

3.) More practical examples"    

"1.give more priority to practical activities than assignment  

2.make class more lively  

3. Combine practical knowledge with theories"    

"1. More notes .. study materials  

2. Out door activities  

3. Interaction between students and faculty"    

"1- Students are treated as machines for paying fees . 

2- stop stupid rules (cleanshave daily , wearing jeans ) 

3- A college without any dignity ."    

"1 Study materials should be provided 

2Class hours can be reduced to an extent 

3 should focus more on practical case study"    

Should focus on more pratical case study, there should be two way communication 

between the faculty and students    

Doing case studies more interaction    

more interactions with each and every students, Materials should be provided ,Class 

room should be more lively    

Satisfied with teaching    

The learning experience at SCMS School of Technology & Management is very 

effective to us! Teachers here are best of their versions in teaching which helps us to 

take initiatives and also helps in management of time with punch of learning techniques 

all time. Overall I would like to say this place is best to grab an MBA and other courses 

at high standard level which will mould you in a complete future manager! Thank You! :) 

   

"provide practical sections"    
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More practical sessions should be included, Sufficient break in between sessions, More 

interaction with students.    

"Make sure that the students follow the teachers and their classes 

clear all the doubts and move to the next topic 

use examples and projector to make the learning more interesting"    

"there must more interaction between students 

more freedom to students"    

We need activities or programmes with education. College does'nt give us the 

opportunity to perform any programmes.    

Nothing    

"Students should be given opportunities to display their talent. 

Students should have a balance between extra activities and learning. 

A bit more friendly atmosphere can be built in the institution which in turn will motivate 

the students to perform better in their accademics."    

More interactive sessions    

"1. The teachers take great effort to prepare and explain concepts to students. 

2. They give more importance to studies. 

3. The continuous evaluation helps students to cover all the portions once before the 

university exam."  

better opportunities should ne provided    

No suggestions    

By giving extra notes to the subjects    

no suggestions    

Swot analysis    

"More interaction with students 

Some teachers are prejudging the students,so avoid that"    

"Business learning"    
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"Business learning"    

*Adding more activities during class    

Excellent    

"1)Students must be given more opportunities to participate in extra-curricular activities. 

2)Field visit and company visit must be included ,this would create more life into the 

learning activities. 

3)Smart class, lcd projector or multimedia techniques should be included in teaching 

methods."    

Bcom students shouldn't be treated similar to MBA students. Attitude of the 

management should be improved. And it seems like teachers are puppets of 

management and that need to be changed I guess    

"Extracurricular activities are as important as studies which our management fails to 

understand  

Management and teachers should consider the suggestions and opinions of students 

(management should consider teachers opinions, they should have a better bond )  

Teachers does not make any efforts for life skills or employability skills  

"More internship programs,field visit, ppt presentations in class    

No opinion    

No suggestions    

No use in telling you people anything    

Include more extracurricular activities    

make it simple and help students to give time to study    

"improve using projectors 

improving in notes 

improve in field trips"    

"improve extra curricular facilities 

improve off campus programme participation 

provide sufficient year break"    
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"promote extra curricular activities 

provide atleast a semesterbreak a year 

please avoid classes in between university exams. 

""lack of extrecurricular activity 

we need a proper graduation ceremony in main campus 

we need a canteen in our institute"    

"improve extra curricular activities in college 

study holidays during university exams 

provide semester breaks after completing semesters"    

"lack of extra-curricular activities... 

we need a proper graduation cermony in main campus 

students from all departments must be included in major events"    

"provide semester break after university exam 

provide and promote extra curricular activities 

avoid classes in between university exam"    

"improve extracurricular activities 

dont take classes in between exam days(university) 

encourage off campus visits 

provide semester breaks 

"we need canteen 

we need proper graduation ceremony 

lack of extra curricular activities 

"extra curricular activities are needed 

social awareness program should conducted 

exposure to social activities is very less"    
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neutral    

wanna support there cognition,those who aren't able to comprehense need to be 

mentored well, provide chance to participate in internship and science conferences 

   

it was good lately thou    

more co- curricular activities and friendly attitude towards the students.    

make more interaction, teach by encouraging students    

more faculty is required    

visual education required    

need more faculties    

need a more faculties and extra curricular activities    

need a new faculty and use of visual learning required    

"If the institution give more faculties. It would enhance our education level. 

If we had more add on courses it would have help in our future 

if we had more extracurricular activities it would have ease our mental stress"  

  

1. PROVIDE US WITH TIMELY INTERNSHIP AND WORKSHOPS. 

2. INCLUDE THE COURSE FOR JOB PLACEMENTS. 

3. CONSIDER US FOR EFFECTIVE INDUSTRIAL VISITS..........."    

1) provide us with timely internship and workshop. 

2) include the course for job placement 

3) consider us for effective industrial visits"    

1. PROVIDE US WITH TIMELY INTERNSHIP AND WORKSHOP 

2. INCLUDE THE COURSE FOR JOB PLACEMENT 

3.CONSIDER US FOR EFFECTIVE INDUSTRIAL VISIT"    

1.Provide us with timely internship and workshop 

2.Include the course for job placement 
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3.Consider us for effective industrial visits"    

practical way of teaching methods    

"*Faculties should be brought to the BA Economics Department 

*You should consider have students in Ba Economics"    

practical way of teaching method    

"Can give more useful references!! 

Can give more insight into how to approach exam! 

Can give some level of freedom so that the students doesn't feel like a prison or a 

cage!!!."    

teachers are very helpful    

good    

they are going ibn a good phase should continue    

please provide us with sufficient leaves to do internships 

campus selction is required "    

More hands on experience( internship programmes)"    

More field trips 

campus selection  

internship"    

should give more holiday for study. should take the class more fastly.should give note 

appropriately better exposure to the industries related to the field of study will be good" 

   

please give the notes at correct time .some teachers have partuality kindly avoid it . 

vergood teaching   

"please give notes correct time , avoid full time classes, no free periods 

"Please provide internship."    

"please give the notes at correct time 

provide internships and placements 
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give us more IV"    

some teachers are not well prepared so it should be done and give notes at correct time 

and please provide internships.    

we suggest the teachers to give internships and placements,give us industrial visits,and 

more practical knowledges.    

sufficient study leaves should be provided before exams 

teaching should be more student centric 

application level teaching needs to be provided"    

*Study leave should be provided 

*Give enough time to prepare for seminar and assignments 

* There should be more practical sections"    

good ,to help ,    

* Give enough time to study by providing adequate study leaves and free times to 

prepare for seminar and assignments 

* There has to be adequate practical repeats to be done so kindly need more time in lab 

*The teaching should include more student centric approach than being a bookish type" 

   

proper arrangement of teaching should be encouraged 

wash room facility very poor 

no drinking water"    

"1:15 hr classes are difficult to be attentive throughout Less time more attention ."  

  

can reduce class hours from 1.15 hrs to 1 hr    

It would have been helpful if more mini projects (6-7 days) are assigned to us."  

  


